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Winners of PBCC’s $50,000 Research Grants 
Thanks To Refunds For Research Campaign

Every year, the PA Breast Cancer Coalition (PBCC) awards outstanding scientists in Pennsylvania, who are looking for the 
cause of and cure for breast cancer, with grants from the Refunds for Breast Cancer Research program. Over $3 million has 
been donated to the Refunds for Research campaign and over 80 grants have been presented to scientists right here in PA. 

This year’s grant winners are Xianxin Hua, M.D., Ph.D. of the Perelman School of Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania, 
Alessandro Fatatis, M.D., Ph.D. and Mauricio Reginato, Ph.D., both of Drexel University College of Medicine.

“It is virtually impossible for any PA resident not to be affected by the impact exerted by breast and cervical cancer on family, 
workplace and human society at large,” said grant winner Dr. Fatatis. “By donating all or part of our tax refund, we provide 
invaluable financial support to medical research, invest in more effective cures and therefore build a better future for the next 
generations.”

The Pennsylvania Breast Cancer Coalition is honored and delighted to welcome Pennsylvania’s 
First Lady Frances Donnelly Wolf as its honorary chair. We are excited for the opportunity 

to work with our new First Lady towards our goal of ‘finding a cure for breast cancer now, so our 
daughters won’t have to.’

“Thousands of Pennsylvania women are diagnosed with breast cancer every year,” said Mrs. Wolf. “I 
am honored by the opportunity to work with the PA Breast Cancer Coalition, which fights every day 
to give these women and their loved ones hope.”

Mrs. Wolf is an artist who lives and works in Mt. Wolf, PA. She takes inspiration from words and 
sentences in prose and poetry to create her art. Her paintings of still lifes, human figures and scenes 
of the natural world have been exhibited in numerous solo and group shows, including the Lancaster 
Museum of Art, York College of Pennsylvania and the Artists’ House Gallery in Philadelphia. Her 
work is also part of numerous corporate and private collections.

Welcome To New Honorary Chair, First Lady Frances Wolf
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Drexel University College of 
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Mauricio Reginato, Ph.D.
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Perelman School of Medicine
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Dense Breast Tissue:

If you bumped into me walking down the street, I 
would probably find a way to work “dense breasts” 

into the conversation. There’s a reason for that. We all 
need to be having conversations about it. It’s important and it can be confusing. But, we’re 
here to help women understand it all.

Now that the PBCC’s Breast Density Notification Act is in effect, mammography centers 
are required to inform women of their breast density level. There are 4 categories: fatty, 
scattered fibroglandular, heterogeneously dense and extremely dense. If your report or 
letter lists you one of the last two levels, heterogeneously dense and extremely dense, you 
have dense breasts.  

All women should be receiving that information about their level of breast density. Did 
you get a report/letter following your last mammogram? Were you notified of your breast 
density? We need to know.
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President’s Corner

Pat Halpin-Murphy

PA Breast Cancer Coalition

What to Know, What to Do.

Board Member News
 We are pleased to announce the addition of Peggy Grove to the 
PBCC Board of Directors. Peggy is a community activist and philanthropist, 
and has owned businesses in the Harrisburg area since 1979. She founded 
the Academy of Medical Arts and Business, owns a commercial real estate 
company and has served two terms on the Harrisburg City Council. Peggy 
is a breast cancer survivor who is passionate about giving back to the 
community. Welcome to the PBCC Board, Peggy!
 In addition, the Board of Directors has elected Deborah Freer as 
the new treasurer. Debbie has been a member of the board for 8 years. She 
is a dedicated advocate for women in her hometown of Lebanon, serving 
on the board of Good Samaritan Hospital, and a voice for breast cancer 
survivors and their families across the state. 

Those two simple steps can help us to know if women are getting the information they 
need about their breast density. Thank you for turning Advocacy into Action with the 
PBCC!



Survivor
Spotlight

Cheryl Delsite
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I found the lump on my breast in 1990. 
I didn’t do anything about it until six 
months later when I went for a yearly 

checkup and showed it to my doctor. He 
sent me for my first mammogram at the 
age of 29. The lump didn’t show up on 
the mammogram even though you could 
feel it so he sent me to a surgeon who 
thought it might be fibroid tissue. We 
scheduled surgery to remove it. I was awake 
throughout and I remember we talked about 
the surgeon’s new grandbaby. The whole 
time he was saying you’re too young, there’s 
no family history. Then he showed me the 
preliminary pathology report that said I had 
breast cancer. 

I chose a modified radical mastectomy. 
When I started treatment, I was told I 
would probably not be able to have children 
because of the chemotherapy. Three years 
later I got pregnant with my daughter, 
Meghan. You should have seen the doctor’s 
face when I told him! Five years after she was 
born, I got pregnant with Morgan and then 
the next year I had my son, Collin. 

Nine years after I had surgery, my implant 
ruptured. At that time, insurers were only 
required to cover reconstruction up to six 
years after breast surgery (two years later the 
PBCC’s follow-up legislation would lift that 
time limit). My insurance company agreed 
to cover removing the ruptured implant 
but refused to cover the cost of replacing 
it. I reached out to family and friends for 
advice. My sister-in-law was working for 
then Pennsylvania Attorney General Tom 
Corbett. He referred her to Sally Bair, First 

“I meet a lot of women 
when they are newly 

diagnosed and I tell 
them to be their own 
best advocates. Ask 

questions, get second 
opinions, and talk with 

survivors. Know that 
breast cancer is not a 

death sentence. You 
can move on and live a 

full life.”
- Cheryl Delsite

PA Breast Cancer Coalition

Cheryl Delsite is an advocate and volunteer, attending our annual 
conference, the Ta-Ta Trot, and numerous other events across the 
state on behalf of the PBCC. She shares her story of diagnosis, 

treatment, and life after cancer.

Cheryl Delsite & Karen Byers

ABCS Suppor t Group

Lady Michele Ridge’s chief 
of staff. Mrs. Ridge was the 
PBCC Honorary Chair 
and recommended that 
we contact the PBCC. The 
PBCC advocated on my
behalf to the insurance company. The insurer 
reversed its original ruling and covered the 
surgery.

Through the PBCC I became connected 
with the ABCS (All Breast Cancer Survivors) 
support group. I love these ladies. Each 
one of them is in a different stage of their 
cancer journey and they’re always willing to 
encourage one another. Since joining the 
ABCS, I’ve volunteered annually to help 
stuff the attendees’ tote bags for the PBCC 
conference and to work at the registration 
booth on the day of the conference. 

On March 1st, I’ll be at Penn State for 
Pink Zone. I always go and I bring more 
and more women with me each time. The 
first year I attended with my daughter, my 
niece, a cousin and a friend. Now this year 
there are 40 of us going … all survivors and 
family members. We have a ball! There are 
some ladies from the ABCS and some from 
the Ta-Ta Trot, and we have a good time.

Join Cheryl and other survivors from 
around the state at Pink Zone. Survivors 
get up to 4 free tickets! For details, visit 
www.PennsylvaniaPinkZone.org.
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Dr. Wang and his team at Penn State University have 
recently had their research accepted to the medical 
journal, Molecular Cancer Therapeutics! Dr. Wang is 

working with an anticancer compound and its efficacy 
in triple-negative breast cancer. YOUR donations have 

allowed Dr. Wang and his team to continue their much-
needed research. 

Your Tax Refund At Work

Results from 2014 grant winner Yanming Wang, Ph.D. 

Facing Breast Cancer in PennsylvaniaBreast Cancer

This exhibit is funded by the PA Department of Health

67 Women, 67 Counties: 
PA BREAST CANCER COALITION PRESENTS

Facing Breast Cancer in PennsylvaniaFacing Breast Cancer in PennsylvaniaBreast Cancer

Share              StoryYOURYOURYOURYOURYOUR

The PBCC is looking for breast cancer survivors to feature in 
our soon-to-be updated photo exhibit.  If you have a great 

photo and quote to share, submit them to us online at 
pbcc.me/shareyourstory to be considered 

for this new display!

YOURYOURYOURYOURYOUR

Facing Breast Cancer in PennsylvaniaFacing Breast Cancer in PennsylvaniaBreast CancerFacing Breast Cancer in PennsylvaniaFacing Breast Cancer in Pennsylvania
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Medical Article

Lumpectomy and radiation therapy 
have been standard alternatives to 

mastectomy for over 25 years for women 
with early stage breast cancer. Radiation 
after a lumpectomy reduces the risk of 
a recurrence in the affected breast and 
may also improve survival from breast 
cancer. The past decade has seen many 
improvements in radiation technology that 
have optimized the treatment and reduced 
acute and long-term side effects. Most 
recently, there has been more attention on 
reducing cost and improving convenience 
of care. A typical conventional course of 
radiation in the United States has been given 
over 6 – 7 weeks. Short-course radiation 
(hypofractionation) refers to the use of 
fewer, larger dose radiation treatments in 
a period of only 3 - 4 weeks. Short-course 
radiation has been used for decades outside 
of the United States. Major clinical trials 
have been reported from Canada and the 
United Kingdom that show equally low 
breast cancer recurrence rates using short-
course radiation with long term follow up 
of 10 years. In addition, these large studies 
did not show significant differences in 
cosmetic appearance of the breast or other 
negative side effects with a shorter course 
of radiation.  

Despite these successful outcomes with 
short-course radiation, there has not been 
a widespread adoption of this for women 
in the United States. A new study from 
Penn Medicine by lead author Justin E. 
Bekelman, MD has reported in the Journal 
of the American Medical Association that 
two-thirds of women treated for early-
stage breast cancer in the U.S. receive 
longer radiation therapy than may be 
necessary. Most women as of 2013 were 
still receiving the longer course of 6 – 7 
weeks of radiation therapy. The percentage 

by Gary M. Freedman, M.D., Associate Professor of Radiation Oncology at the 
Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania

of women receiving short-course radiation 
was only one-third using a strict definition 
for eligibility, but an even lower one-
fifth when using a broader criteria for 
eligibility that is possible based on expert 
recommendations. For comparison, in 
Canada more than 70 percent of women 
receive short-course radiation therapy and 
the percentage is even greater in the United 
Kingdom. Short-course radiation therapy 
also lowered total health care costs paid by 
insurers but did not affect patients’ out-of-
pocket costs.  

In summary, clinical trials outside of 
the United States have established the 
principle that short-course radiation may 
be used with acceptable low side effects, 
equally low breast cancer recurrence rates, 
and lower cost and greater convenience 
compared to conventional radiation. In 
the United States, there has been a greater 
push in recent years to increase the use of 
short-course therapy after lumpectomy 
for breast cancer. The use of short-course 
radiation has been supported by practice 
guidelines from the American Society for 
Radiation Oncology (ASTRO). Short-
course radiation for breast cancer was 
named as one of the Top 5 Choosing 
Wisely initiatives for radiation oncology 
in 2013.  In 2014, the Radiation Therapy 
Oncology Group also completed a phase 
III randomized trial that means to establish 
a 3-week radiation schedule that could 
be applied to a broad patient population 
treated by lumpectomy. If successful, these 
measures together will help short-course 
therapy become more widely accepted by 
patients, and their Radiation Oncologists, 
for early stage breast cancer in the United 
States. 

“Short-course 
radiation has been 

used for decades 
outside the United 

States...major clinical 
trials show equally 
low breast cancer 

recurrence rates with 
long-term follow up 

care.”
- Gary Freedman, 

M.D.
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Gary M. Freedman, M.D.

Short-Course Radiation Treatment Proves 
Equally Effective In Reducing Recurrence 

Rates for Early Stage Breast Cancer
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Grassroots Partners

See more photos on our website
and in the Summer 2015 edition!

Carlisle Country 
Club

Betty J. Butler
Vicki Baker

$16,017

Every year, hundreds of people have fun while raising awareness about breast cancer and 
supporting the PBCC! We are able to continue to serve women and their families battling breast 
cancer across the state because of fundraisers like these! Thank you Grassroots Partners!

Madelyn 
Rodriguez

$12,258

Motor Truck 
Equipment Co.

Tonya Trembly-
Karcher

$7,620

Field of Screams 
Zombie Fun run

Tiana Bollinger
Jim & Gene Schopf

$5,500

Sharon Nilson

$2,321

Apple Day Spa 
& Salon

Karen Houshultz
Linda Pontasky

$400

Fastpitch For A 
Purpose

Stephanie Lux

$11,000

Westmoreland 
County 

Community 
College

Doug 
Washabaugh

$2,379

Support the PBCC in your community. Become a Grassroots Partner. To find 
out how, visit our website pbcc.me/youcanhelp or call Kristen at 717-769-2301.
Send photos from your event to Kristen@PaBreastCancer.org.

Bloomsburg university
Breast Cancer Walk

Bald Eagle Area High School
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St. Patrick Catholic School
Kathleen Smith

$728

Westmoreland Walks

Kelly Urbani
Kathy Brown

Cheryl McMullen

$42,500

CrossFit 717
Daniel Dutcavich

$4,000

Littlestown Eagles

Ana Arredondo

$5,000

Kulpmont Wine 
Festival

John Motyka
Art Catino

$2,000

Budmen For 
Boobies

Wendy Keesee-
Anderson

$15,238

MARCH 1
Pink ZOne AT Penn STATe
State College, PA

MARCH 6-7
PUCkS WiTH PROS
Hershey, PA

SUMMeR 2015
Take A Swing Against Breast Cancer Home Run Derby
Harrisburg, PA and Lancaster, PA

CoMING To

CoMMUNITY
your
pbcc.me/events

67 WoMen, 67 CounTieS: FACing BreAST CAnCer 
in PennSylvAniA PHoTo ExHIBIT
APRil 9-19 Wayne Memorial Hospital
Honesdale, PA
MAY 7-17 Erie Public Library
Erie, PA
JUne 4-14 New Bloomfield Public Library
New Bloomfield, PA

Martin’s Chips

Butch Potter
Chatney Almoney

$17,500

Pink the Coop

Brian & Nick Kontor

$3,641



2397 Quentin Road, Suite B, 
Lebanon, PA 17042

Support the PBCC in 
your community.

Host a fundraising 
event today!

To learn more visit
pbcc.me/youcanhelp

Your state
tax refund
TODAY can 
ensure her
tomorrows.

Quincey

Refunds For Breast Cancer Research

For more information visit pbcc.me/refunds

This tax season YOU can help find a 
cure for breast cancer!

Donate your state tax refund for breast cancer 
research! Write in your donation amount and code 
“A” for the PA Breast Cancer Coalition Refunds for 
Research on line 32 on your state income tax form.

Help find a cure for breast cancer now...
so our daughters won’t have to.

www.facebook.com/PABreastCancer www.twitter.com/PBCC www.youtube.com/pabreastcancerFollow us on 
social media


